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Palatability and utilisation
of protein supplements
Supplementary feeding can be a useful tool to
either maintain or stimulate honey bee colonies.
Yet, the effectiveness of supplementary feeding is
often questioned by beekeepers.
This study investigated the palatability of five
commercially available supplements alongside
two pollen sources and tested how honey bees use
these within the hive. The findings indicate that:
1. Natural pollen is more attractive to honey bees
than currently available protein supplements
2. Protein supplements differed in their
attractiveness to honey bees
3. Added sugar syrup can make protein
supplements more attractive to honey bees
4. Supplement provided in powder form via open
feeders in the apiary was collected by honey
bees and stored in the hive, and honey bees
consumed patties provided inside the hive as
needed

5. Texture and particle size of the feeds played a
significant role in food collection and utilisation
6. Protein supplements are cheaper to purchase
than irradiated pollen.
The costs and benefits of supplementary feeding
depend on, among other factors, the texture of the
feed, the quantity fed and how it is being provided
to achieve the intended outcome during a pollen
shortage in the environment. However, it was not
within the scope of this trial to quantify the costs
and benefits at a commercial scale.

Background
Supplementary feeding can be used to support
colony growth and to maintain bees during periods
lacking pollen. In Australia, supplementary feeding
is not a standard practice, and the benefits and
costs of supplementary feeding are continually
questioned by beekeepers.
Currently, there are several supplementary feeds
available on the market and the nutritional content
of these supplements is generally unknown.

There are several attributes that determine how
successful a protein supplement is in meeting the
needs of honey bees, beyond its nutritional quality.
A protein supplement for honey bees ideally is
attractive, can be readily collected and used, meets
colony nutritional needs, is readily digestible and
supports colony health.

Objectives
The objectives of this project were to test:
1. The palatability of various protein supplements
available on the market by providing honey
bees with a choice of supplements fed inside
the hive and at an open feeding station.

The potential costs and benefits from
supplementary feeding are highlighted
throughout the document where appropriate
to assist beekeepers in their consideration of
supplementary feeding.

2. The utilisation of supplements by honey bees.

Research
Experiments were conducted at Tocal Agriculture
College from March to May 2021. Pollen sources
available in the environment included pollen and
nectar from predominantly the family Asteraceae
and Myrtaceae.

Palatability
In-hive feeding
Eight experimental colonies were set up with
five frames of brood and a sister queen in eightframe single boxes. All hives were mounted
with an external pollen trap to prevent bees
from collecting pollen from the environment, i.e.
mimicking a pollen shortage (Figure 1). In total,

five protein supplements (A, B, C, D and E) and two
pollen sources (F and G as positive control) were
purchased from commercial suppliers and used as
feed sources.

Comparing the palatability of protein supplements
and natural pollen
Feeds were provided in powder form in 60 x 14 mm
plastic petri dishes containing 10 g +/- 0.1 (wet
weight) of protein supplement similar to Manning
et al., (2010) with the addition of 2% canola oil,
which does not affect the palatability of the
feed (Manning, 2018). Dishes from all hives were
removed just before the first dish was emptied
within 2-3 days.

Comparing the palatability of protein supplements

Utilisation

Five protein supplements were compared following
the same method as above using 60 x 14 mm
plastic petri dishes.

In-hive feeding

Colonies were provided with patties made from
protein supplements by adding 90 mL of thick sugar
(sucrose) syrup (2:1 sugar to water) to 100 g of
protein supplement, following the same ratios as
recommended by one of the supplementary feed
source manufacturers.

A commercially available patty and one of the pollen
sources were mixed with a blue pigment (DayGloEco pigment) and provided to half the colonies, each
in patties of 100 g. Visual observations were made
to see whether honey bees stored any of the patties.
Additionally, the gut of workers feeding on a pollen
patty were dissected to see whether the feeds were
being consumed.

Open feeding

Open feeding

An open feeding station was set up about 15 m from
the hives with 50 g of the two pollen sources and
the five protein supplements placed individually in
separate 5 L buckets (Figure 1) with fully open
entry access.

A green pigment (DayGlo-Eco pigment) was added
to a protein supplement to observe how honey bees
utilised the feed source provided at an open feeding
station. Visual observations were made at the
feeding station and at individual colonies at the hive
entrance and inside the hive. A green pigment was
used as it was distinctly different in colour to any of
the yellow or orange pollen types being collected by
bees from the environment.

Moisture levels of all feed sources were determined
by placing three sub-samples of 5-8 g of each feed
source in a dehydrating oven for 24 hours at 60 °C.

Outcomes and key findings
Palatability
In-hive feeding
The palatability differed between the feed
sources on offer. Honey bees consumed more of
the pollen sources, in particular pollen source
F, compared with the commercially available
protein supplements (Figure 2). Of the five protein
supplements tested, supplement A was the most
attractive and was consumed at a volume most
similarly to the pollen (Figure 2).

Dry feed
Supplement A was still the most attractive when
protein supplements were fed in isolation, i.e.
without simultaneously being offered pollen (Figure
3). Supplement E was consumed at the lowest rate
compared with all other supplements.

Patties
Honey bees showed different preferences for
protein supplements prepared as patties when
compared with the powder equivalent. Patties
made from protein supplement C and D were most
attractive to honey bees, followed by patties made
from supplements B, A and E (Figure 4).
The texture of the patties varied from being a wet
patty (D), a dough-like patty (B, C and E), and a patty
that was rather dry (A). Note that all patties were
prepared with the same amount of sugar syrup
added for consistency as per the manufacturer’s
instruction for protein supplement C.
Open feeding
Honey bees more readily collected some food
sources over others from the open feeding
station. How much they collected of a food source
was largely influenced by how easily they could
physically collect the pollen or supplement. Protein
supplements were collected in the following
order from most to least collected: C, B, E, A and D
(Figures 5 and 6).
The pollen sources were least collected by honey
bees likely due to the moisture content of pollen source
F and the texture (i.e. how coarse the pollen was) of

Figure 1. Experimental hives with pollen traps and an open feeding station in the background located about 15 m away.

pollen source G (Table 1, Figure 5), limiting honey bees
from effectively collecting both pollen sources. Both
pollen sources were provided as purchased.
Another factor that influenced how much of a
protein supplement was left after four hours
was how homogenous the supplement was.
Supplements A and B showed evidence of larger
food particles (husk-like) left uncollected in the
open feeding buckets after the finely milled part of
the feed was collected by honey bees, suggesting
some minor wastage of the product compared with
other brands. Supplements C, D and E were quite
homogenous in texture and it is unlikely that any
wastage occurred.

Utilisation
In-hive feeding
Honey bees were observed feeding on patties that
were coloured with blue pigment (DayGlo-Eco
pigment) (Figure 7). There was no visual evidence
that honey bees stored the food source provided
as patties inside the hive, but rather consumed the
patty as needed to meet their nutritional needs. A
trace amount of food wastage was observed from
feeding patties to honey bee colonies under the
experimental conditions.
Blue particles from the pigment were found in the
midgut of honey bees consuming the patty (Figure 8).
Open feeding
Honey bees readily collected protein supplement
from open feeding stations. An example is shown in
Figure 9. Honey bees stored the supplement inside
the wax combs in a similar way to pollen collected
from the environment.

Costs of supplementary feeds
Supplementary feeds can be purchased at various
costs. Protein supplements were purchased
for $160-220 per 20 kg. Irradiated pollen as
supplementary feed was purchased for $16-30 per
kg from commercial suppliers, which equates to
$320-600 per 20 kg. Note that prices may vary with
the quantity purchased.

Table 1. Moisture level (% ± SD, N=3) of supplementary feeds as received by the supplier.
Moisture (%)

A

5.5 ± 0.18

B

4.2 ± 0.027

C

3.7 ± 0.063

D

3.3 ± 0.0076

E

4.8 ± 0.013

F

8.1 ± 0.030

G

2.6 ± 0.030
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Figure 3. Consumption (g ± SE dry weight) of five protein supplements (A-E) by honey bees during a choice experiment
when dishes of feed were provided inside the hive.
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Figure 2. Consumption (g ± SE dry weight) of five protein supplements (orange bars A-E) compared with pollen (grey bars
F and G) by honey bees during a choice experiment when dishes of feed were provided inside the hive.
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Figure 4. Consumption (g ± SE dry weight) of five patties (A-E) by honey bees during a choice experiment of feed sources
provided inside the hive.
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Figure 5. Amount (g of wet weight) of seven feed sources collected by honey bees after a four-hour period. A-E (orange
bars) represent five different protein supplements; F-G (grey bars) represent two pollen sources.

Figure 7. Pollen patty coloured with blue pigment (DayGloEco pigment). (A) Pollen patty provided above the brood
nest. (B) Pollen patty being consumed by honey bees.

Figure 8. Evidence of the pollen patty being consumed
by honey bees. (A) Gut dissected of a worker honey bee
shows a full midgut. (B) The midgut content containing
pollen and blue pigment.
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Figure 6. Palatability of five protein supplements (A-E) compared with two pollen sources (F and G) from an open feeding station.

Figure 9. Utilisation of a protein supplement coloured with a green DayGlo Eco pigment fed at an open feeding station (A),
being readily collected by honey bees on their hind legs (B) and stored inside the hive (C and D).

Implications for industry
Implications for beekeepers
The outcomes of this study demonstrate that
protein supplements are used by honey bees when
pollen sources are in short supply. Pollen is more
attractive to honey bees than protein supplements,
while some supplementary feeds are consumed at
higher rates than others.
The effectiveness of protein supplements is likely
influenced by the way the supplement is provided
to honey bees. Some supplements were observed to
be better suited for either in-hive or open feeding.
Generally, patties were observed to be consumed
as needed, and open-fed supplement was stored by
honey bees for the longer term.
Particle size of a feed source can lower its
attractiveness when honey bees struggle to
physically collect it. This also applies to any homemade supplements that are intended to be open fed.
The addition of sugar syrup can make protein
supplements more attractive, but this raises the
question of whether honey bees are attracted to the
patty via sugar rather than its protein content under
certain environmental conditions.
When weighing up the costs and benefits of
supplementary feeding, consider:
The quantities to be fed: Over-feeding will result
in food wastage. Unconsumed feed can become
mouldy or infested with small hive beetle.
Rate of consumption: The rate at which a
supplement is being consumed can be influenced
by pollen availability in the environment, as well as
hive strength.
Other environmental conditions: A supplement can
form a crust and become uncollectable by honey
bees. A crust can form if the supplement is left
out in the field for too long, especially under humid
conditions. Ideally, open-fed supplements should be
provided in quantities that can be consumed quickly.

Implications for protein
supplement suppliers
Key findings from the study demonstrate that
currently available protein supplements vary in their
palatability and utilisation by honey bees. Suppliers
of protein supplements should therefore consider
the attractiveness of a supplement, including under
different environmental conditions; the homogeneity
of the feed in addition to particle size; and the
texture of a patty and the amount of sugar syrup
required to achieve a desired palatability.
More sugar syrup added to a patty will reduce the
protein intake per unit of consumption, i.e. honey
bees will need to consume more patty when a
greater amount of sugar syrup is used to get the
same amount of protein.

Future research questions
1. How do less-attractive feeds compare to more
attractive feeds when fed in isolation, i.e. when
honey bees only have access to one protein
supplement? Does the rate of consumption differ?
2. Are honey bees consuming patties because of
the sugar content under certain environmental
conditions?
3. What are the long-term costs and benefits on
hive productivity and health of feeding protein
supplements verses a pollen source, or in
addition to naturally available pollen sources/
deficient species?
4. Do honey bees store dry protein supplements or
pollen when fed inside the hive?
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